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Phrasal Verbs Worksheet 5

Fill in the gaps using the correct forms of these phrasal verbs: 

carry out show around break out 

call of put sb up come out 

give away tear up fall out 

knock out think over turn up 

leave out wear out wear of 

make up turn down look out 

1. My business partner has _______________ my proposal. (to reject)

2. All Madonna´s concerts have been ______________ due to bad weather. (to cancel)

3. I always ______________ clothes that I don´t need. (to donate) 

4. ___________ ! There´s a truck coming. (be careful!)

5. You may _______________ this part if you don´t understand it. (to omit)

6. Last year Jack _______________ with his sister over their inheritance. (to quarrel)

7. His new book will _______________ next year. (to punish) 

8. Will you be able to _________ me ________ for a few nights when I come to London? (to 
provide accomodation)

9. All this work has _________ me _____ out. (to make tired)

10. The rain _________________ unexpectedly. (to begin suddenly)

11. I need to ______________ your proposal again. (to consider)

12. My colleague ___________ to the meeting wearing shorts. (to appear)

13. When you come to Dublin, I will ________ you ______ . (to give a tour)

14. A brick fell on my head and ____________ me _________ . (to make unconscious)

15. If I don´t like the new draft, I will _________ it _______. (to rip into pieces)
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16. He is always __________ things ________. You can´t trust him. (to invent)

17. The experiment was __________________ last year. (to perform, to conduct)

18. The efects of these painkillers _______________ three hour after taking them. (to diminish)
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1. turned down 

2. called off 

3. give away 

4. look out 

5. leave out 

6. fell out 

7. come out 

8. put up

9. worn out 

10. broke out 

11. think over 

12. turned up 

13. show around 

14. knocked out 

15. tear up 

16. making up 

17. carried out 

18. wear off
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